Shared learning for improved model accuracy

Like many machine-learned speech recognition engines, GreenKey learns to recognize speech
by training from human-generated audio and human-generated transcripts.
Unlike other engines, GreenKey’s base model can learn from customized models without having
access to the original raw data.
This ability allows everyone in the GreenKey community to benefit from shared learnings
without sacrificing data privacy.
This whitepaper describes the process by which GreenKey’s Scribe speech recognition engine
learns from user-generated error corrections and shares models in a privacy-safe way.

Model Learning via Error Corrections
GreenKey deploys it’s speech recognition engine Scribe on-premise at a customer site or in a
GreenKey-hosted cloud environment. As Scribe is used, users can correct mistakes that the
engine makes. These “error corrections” are saved for the engine to learn from on-premise.

Architecture diagram of data flows during transcription and error correction.

The error corrections contain two parts:
1) Raw audio data and the corrected transcript
2) Hashed signature of the data
The on-premise training trains from the raw data (1) and creates a record of accuracy
improvements using the hashed signature (2). The data in (1) is transient and never leaves
customer premises. Having both data types allows a firm’s accuracy to improve over time
through model training entirely within their premises while also providing a way for data to be
shared and tracked for model combination.

An example of data described above in (1) that is transient and stays on premise.

An example of data described above in (2) training corpus of hashed files split into “development”,
“training”, and “test” sets.

Data retention
By default, GreenKey does not retain any audio or transcription long term. The only data retained
is the trained model.
Intra-day recordings and transcriptions are typically stored on a RAM disk. This type of disk
stores data in the temporary memory within a server. When the server is restarted, the data is
wiped. Data can also be wiped periodically based on any desired purge policy. If desired, data
can be sent to a downstream system for long term retention.

Model training process
Model training proceeds by extending a GreenKey-provided “base model” using the error
corrections as new data. Thus, on-premise model training is never “starting over” and is only
additive to the base model provided. The base model can be updated by GreenKey at any time,
and model training can then proceed seamlessly from the new “base model”.
When a model is done training, a number of files are generated. These files are all non-reversible
representations of the data. The original source data can never be reproduced or identified. The
hashed signature of the data is later combined with an accuracy metric to signify that the model
improved over time.
GreenKey’s models have two components -- acoustic and language models. Both of these
models can be trained, shared, and combined together or independently.
Acoustic Models
The acoustic model contains a large mathematical function that takes audio bytes as an input
and outputs potential phonemes. The content of the acoustic model cannot be used to
reconstruct the original audio the model was trained on.

Language Models
The language model contains a map of the probability of words and phrases. If GreenKey learns
a completely new word that it has never heard before, it will exist inside the language model
with a probability provided. The original data cannot be constructed from this model, though the
model will contain matches for new words it has learned (like proper nouns).

An example language model based on the training data shown. GreenKey uses standard ARPA formatted
n-gram language models. You can try to create a language model yourself to see how your data is
transformed here.

A firm can choose to only train the acoustic model and not the language model, or vice versa.

Privacy-safe data verification
Diagnostic information is shared with GreenKey to ensure that a model is improving in accuracy
without showing any original data. The hashed signatures and accuracy measurements are a
privacy-safe way for GreenKey and a client to assert that a model is indeed improving over time.
If new data is introduced that improved or reduced model quality, either party can identify that
data.

An example of model accuracy statistics, showing hashed files and the Word Error Rate (wer) that the
model achieves on each file.

Model Combination
Because the model has no personal identifying information (PII), the models can be freely
shared between the client and GreenKey. GreenKey can then combine the learnings from each
model through its proprietary process to improve accuracy for all users.
Models can be manually sent to GreenKey or moved to a DMZ where GreenKey will
automatically receive your model, learn from this, and provide you the latest, improved base
model.

Architecture diagram of data flows during model combination.

By sharing your model, you benefit from the shared learnings of the community without
exposing any confidential information.

